
Flowboard is Touch Publishing 

Flowboard is presentation software for the modern world. With Flowboard, you will create stunning presentations right from your 

iPad, using just a few simple gestures. You will bring words, images, and videos together to make compelling stories that captivate 

your viewers. Flowboard presentations are dynamic and interactive. Exploring a Flowboard feels natural and fluid, and presenting 

your Flowboard is like using a beautiful mobile app to share your ideas. 

 
 

 

   
Templates Add Links Add Photos  

   
Add Video Share with link, embed code or email Upload to cloud storage 
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Presentation Templates 

When you begin creating your Flowboard, you can start from 

scratch or choose from one of our beautiful presentation 

templates. Each template is designed to get your creative juices 

flowing and to show you how easy it is to make your ideas 

elegant and engaging with Flowboard. Our design team is 

constantly coming up with new templates that are integrated into 

our presentation software so that you will always have a fresh 

and exciting place to start creating.  

 

Interactive Presentations 

What sets Flowboard apart is that you can make an actual 

interactive presentation which is fun and engaging to explore. 

Add links and navigation or a table of contents to encourage 

viewers to interact with your ideas and to follow their interests. 

Flowboard also has transitions on screen links that make your 

interactive presentation nonlinear. Also, don't hesitate to add 

external web links; your viewers will be able to explore them 

without leaving your presentation. 

 



 
 

 
 

Images & Galleries 

Flowboard allows you to easily find, place, and crop images. 

You can create a gallery which is a collection of images with 

captions that launches into its own view for added interactivity 

and depth. It allows your interactive presentations to delve 

deeper into a topic or story. 

 

Embedded & Streaming Video 

When you want to deeply engage your viewers in an idea, or 

simply transport them to another place altogether, nothing beats 

a short video clip. With Flowboard, you can embed videos for 

offline viewing to guarantee that they always play, no matter 

where you are. Also, we have built-in YouTube Search to make 

it easy to find streaming video content that will complete your 

presentation. 

 


